
The FLASHBACK™ LED Light Baton is the most visible 
flashing signal light available. The 6 highly-luminous 
LED bulbs can be seen for up 
to 3/4 of a mile and flash 
approximately 150 times per
minute. FLASHBACK™ provides
a minimum of 300 hours of 
continuous flashing operation.
The three stage switch provides
off, flashing or steady light. The
weather resistant body is made of
ABS high impact plastic, while the
tube is PC transparent material.
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Be seen in low visibility situations.
Super bright LEDs provide an
attention-getting strobe that can
be seen from a mile or more away.
This small, lightweight device is
housed in a virtually indestructible
polycarbonate case  and easily
attaches to clothing or belts with
its grip clip or D-ring. Takes 2
“AAA” batteries (included) for 
50 continuous hours of use. Its
waterproof design makes it ideal
for marine applications. Diver’s
model is tested to 100 feet.
AR300 comes in amber only.
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

A high-quality versatile signaling
device that has hundreds of uses.
Switches colors with a push of the
button. Features a non-incendiary
design that eliminates the hazard
caused by standard road flares and
will not burn or damage clothing or
other items. Built to perform under
the most hazardous conditions in
day, night or other low-visibility situations. Made of water-
proof, high- strength industrial grade plastic. Takes 2 “AA”
batteries not included. Measures 131/2" long. Available in
one, two or three color. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Multi-Purpose Glow Baton™

AM202 Glow Baton™, Red $32.95
AM203 Glow Baton™, Red/Green $42.95
AM204 Glow Baton™, Red/Green/Blue $53.95

Push Button
Color Change

AR299 Lite Tracker™ $41.95
AR300 Diver’s Model (Amber) $43.95

Lite Tracker™

GreenBlueAmber RedSpecify color for AR299

FLASHBACK™ LED Light Baton

BB069 FLASHBACK™ LED Light Baton $28.95

Push Button
Activation

2-in-1 Traffic Baton

BH097 2-in-1 Traffic Baton $29.95
BE023 Tripod $9.95

Cyalume 
Light Sticks

BD037 6" 12 hr. Light Stick $1.95/ea.
Minimum order of 10

Specify Color: Yellow, Red, or Green

Cyalume light sticks will not cause an
explosion or be a fire hazard in areas
which contain combustible mixtures of
gases or liquids. 12-hour light emission is
provided by a chemical reaction which
takes place when two solutions are
allowed to mix. Ship. wt. 1 lb. 

BG125 Flashback Five™ Light Baton $39.95

Flashback Five™ Light Baton
“The Brilliance of a Lightbar - The Size of a Flashlight”

The Flashback Five’s advanced LED light and reflector technology
makes it the brightest and most powerful signal light available. Its five
stage switch provides red, blue, red/blue alternating, red/blue blend
and a flashlight selection. The 20 brilliant LED bulbs can be seen for
up to 1 mile and provides 300 hours of continuous flashing! The
Flashback Five™ can be used as a signal light, a vehicle warning light
(with its built in magnetic mount tailcap - placement can be anywhere
on vehicle) or as an “on-the-scene” dash or deck light. Its weather-
resistant body is made of high-impact ABS plastic and operates up to
7 hours on 4 AA batteries. Flashback Five™ also has a non-slip 
textured grip with a built-in belt clip and wrist strap. Measures 131/2"
long. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.
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2 separate functions (baton-flashlight)
4 operating modes:
Baton steady (18 LEDs): 8 hrs of 
battery life
Baton flash (18 LEDs): 11 hrs of 
battery life
Flashlight (12 white LEDs): 
10 hrs of battery life
Flashlight w/baton steady (30 total 
LEDs): 6 hrs of battery life
Durable ABS casing with 
polycarbonate lens
Magnetic base, will stick to vehicle 
Dimensions: 103/8" x 111/16" x 111/16" 
Weight: 8.4 oz with batteries
Battery operated (requires 3 AA 
alkaline batteries, not included)

Shown
with

BE023
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